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HYGIENE STANDARDS

I N TRODUC TION TO
O U R H Y G IEN E S TAN DARDS

The InterContinental Berlin hygiene standard is aligned with the German Infection
Protection Act (IfSG), the regulations of the Berlin Senate (EindmaßnV) and the IHG
Cleanliness and Safe Operations Procedures. It serves as the best protection for our
guests and employees against an infection.

I HG CLEAN P RO MISE
As the world adjusts to new travel norms and expectations, we’re enhancing the
experience for you – our hotel guests – by redefining cleanliness and supporting your
wellbeing throughout your stay. We have expanded our commitment to cleanliness by:

Using new science-led
protocols and service
measures by enhancing
the IHG Way of Clean

Partnering with industry
leading experts
Cleveland Clinic, Ecolab
and Diversey
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Launching our
global promise
for cleanliness

RULES OF CONDUCT

P LEAS E N OTE
O U R RU LES OF C ON DUC T

Keep a minimum
distance of 1.5 meters

Wear
a mask

Adhere to hygiene
standards

Registration
required

Comply with contact
restrictions

Follow cough and
sneeze etiquette

Avoid physical
contact

Maintain distance
on paths and in
toilets

Avoid visit in
case of symptoms

Consider
contactless payment

T H AN K Y O U F O R Y OUR PARTIC IPATION
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES

P ROTE CTI V E MEAS URES FOR GUES TS
AT T HE HOTEL AREA

The hotel created several safeguard measures dealing with Covid-19.
They shall be explained briefly below:
• A minimum distance of 1.5 meters must be strictly adhered to
• Mandatory mask wearing
• while in contact with guests
• if safety distance is breached for a short time
• Wearing gloves in the hotel lobby and while performing service in the lobby
• The entrance door opens automatically
• Guests should park their cars by themselves
• The car keys will be disinfected after exchange
• Luggage service is not available in rooms and in the presence of guests
• Your luggage can be picked up in front of your room, if arranged in advance
• Only 2 persons can use the elevator at the same time
• The reception uses shields for protection
• Identification and passport will no longer be touched by our employees
• please show your documents in front of the shields
• Consider contactless payment methods
• Our CC terminals will be disinfected on a regular basis
• Newspapers and magazines are currently not available
• Workplaces at the reception will be disinfected on a regular basis
• Signs for minimum distance in waiting areas and elevators
• Sanitizer stations in all public areas
• Information signs in all public areas
• Floor marker in waiting areas
• Guests should wear a mask in the following situations:
• crossing or resting in public areas
• in the restaurant and bar if not seated
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Breakfast
• Guidance system to maintain a minimum distance and to avoid queues
• Egg dishes and warm dishes will be prepared at our show kitchen
• pick up available with minimum distance
• Guests will be seated in compliance with the regulations
• Special orders served as à la carte service
• Wearing masks is mandatory for employees
• Wearing gloves is mandatory for employees
• Guests need to wear a mask while entering, walking around
and leaving the restaurant
• Food stations prevent queues
• Sanitizer stations in the breakfast area available
• Used areas will be disinfected on a regular basis
The following areas in the lobby will be disinfected on a regular basis:
• Doorknobs of the entrance
• Buttons in the elevator
• Luggage cart
• Car park machine + bell
• High-touch points in general
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PROTECTION INDIC ATION

AC TION S IN
TH E HOTEL AREA
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PROTECTION INDIC ATION

HOW TO
W E A R Y OUR MAS K

Don’t wear your mask
below your nose

Don’t wear your mask
low on your nose

Don’t leave your
chin exposed

Don’t wear your mask
under your chin or
temporarily remove it

Don’t let your mask hang
loosely with gaps around
your face

Do wear your mask up to the top
of your nose and under your chin;
tight

T H AN K Y O U F O R Y OUR UN DERS TAN DIN G
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES

P ROTE CTI V E MEAS URES FOR GUES TS
I N T HE EV EN T AREA

The hotel created several safeguard measures dealing with Covid-19.
They shall be explained briefly below:
• A minimum distance of 1.5 meters must be strictly adhered to
• Mandatory mask wearing
• while in contact with guests
• if safety distance is breached for a short time
• Set up of rooms with a minimum distance of 1.5 meters between each seat
• Set up of events will follow the hygiene rules
• Guidance system to maintain a minimum distance and avoid queues
• Concepts for breakout rooms, elevators and toilets
• Floor marker in waiting areas to ensure the minumum distance
• Signs with code of conduct respecting the hygiene rules
• Used areas will be disinfected on a regular basis
• No decoration in the event areas
• Sanitizer stations in the event area available
• Tailor-made safety and hygiene concepts
Our concepts follow the MeetSAFE guidelines

more information at: www.psav.com/meetsafe
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Acting safely with Food & Beverage:
• Tailor-made food concepts following the hygiene rules
• Avoiding direct contact (e.g. the kitchen places food on a temporary plate)
• Dishes will be served according to the hygiene rules
• Food and drinks may only be served and consumed at the table
• Safe storage and covering of food and beverage
• Reorganising working hours and areas ensuring minimum distance
• High quantity of food stations:
• no queues, no gatherings, a variety of dishes
• Employees wearing masks
• Employees wearing gloves while serving food and drinks
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES

EN TRAN C E
C ON C EPT

§4 SARS-CoV2-Infection Protection Ordinance
regarding hotels & event locations
Entrance
• guidance
(entrance only)
• inspecting masks
• if needed, issuing
masks

Infection protection

Accreditation

Event

• body temperature
screening
• paramedic
monitoring and
guidance for
suspected cases

• accreditation will
be checked
• supporting
trouble counters

• floorplan
(1.5 m distance)
• monitoring
hygiene regulations
(mandatory maskwearing, minimum
distance)
• information and
escalation to the
proprietor
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Exit
• guidance
(exit only)

PROTECTIVE MEASURES

P ROTE CTIV E M EAS URES
F O R EM PLOY EES

The hotel created several safeguard measures dealing with Covid-19.
They shall be explained briefly below:
• A minimum distance of 1.5 meters must be strictly adhered to
• Mandatory mask wearing
• while in contact with guests
• if safety distance is breached for a short time
Use of a mask (mouth and nose cover)
According to §4 SARS-CoV2-Infection Protection Ordinance of the Berlin Senate from
May 2020 and the “Coronavirus” risk assessment by InterContinental Berlin, there is an
obligation to wear a mouth-nose cover in companies with public business. As a basic
principle, the prime directive is compliance with hygiene rules and a safety distance of
1.5m. If this is not possible depending on the situation, a mouth and nose covering is
required and compulsory.
The following situations serve as examples:
• In all situations with direct guest contact
(e.g. acceptance of guest luggage, doorman upon arrival).
• In all areas with contact to guests, external companies and employees,
e.g.: Marlene Bar, L.A. Café, Room Service, Hugos Restaurant, Club Lounge, all events.
• While serving food and drinks (service and kitchen).
• If the safety distance to colleagues and inside the hotel is less than 1.5 meters.
• During internal meetings that last longer than 30 minutes and with more than
4 people – considering the spatial circumstances.
• When using the staff restaurant
(at the table, the face mask can be removed while maintaining the minimum distance).
See also the valid service instructions dated 21.07.2020
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES

1) Check and adjust work processes in all areas
2) Check all working areas in regards to maximum capacity (number of staff & guests) and adjust
accordingly
3) Make sure that traffic routes are wide enough
4) Limit number of person per elevator to 2 persons
5) Adjust break times by appropriate organization of working hours
6) Maintain distance between guests and staff using sufficiently wide counters. Place marks on the floor
to visualise the required distance for guests and staff (e.g. at counters or reception)
7) Using aids, such as trays and trolleys, when serving food and clearing tables in the restaurants and
Marlene Bar, ensuring minimum distance
8) If the distance of 1.5 m cannot be maintained, a spatial separation between the respective
workplaces / people must be provided to avoid risk of infection
(e.g. sufficiently high barriers made of transparent material such as plexi glass)
9) If the required distance or seperation is not actionable, the employees must be provided with a
sufficient number of masks. The employees have to be instructed regarding the correct use, the
maximum wearing time and care instructions (see service instructions of May 25th, 2020)
10) Avoid direct hand contact
11) For all event areas, seating plans have to be created, taking the minimum distance into account
12) The sytems of work have to be checked and adjusted. Service can only be provided in a
function room if the safety distance is guaranteed and there are no additional people in the room
13) The number of external companies and external employees (e.g. construction crews for events)
are to be kept to a minimum. All external employees need to be recorded by name, be trained in
hygiene standards and instructed regarding the distance rules
14) Security staff takes measures to control access, making sure to avoid queues and observing the
distance requirements for gatherings
15) It must be ensured that work, sanitary and break areas are regularly cleaned and ventilated.
Ventilation systems or ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC) must be operated
professionally, filters must be cleaned or replaced regularly
16) As far as possible, tools and work equipment are to be provided in such a way that they can be
used on an individual basis. If several people consecutively use a tool or work equipment, surfaces
that are touched (handles, etc.) must be cleaned before re-use. Disposable gloves can also be used
for a short time, provided that work can be done safely (dangers of catching must be ruled out).
The disposable gloves must be disposed immediately after use and hands have to be cleaned in
accordance with hygiene standards.
17) Employees should be instructed that they are not supposed to come to work when feeling sick,
and a medical certificate is required before starting work again. They should also be informed if
correlated symptoms of the disease emerge during working hours the work must be stopped
immediately
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Strict compliance with our hygiene rules must be
adhered to.

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR SUPPORT

Your InterContinental Berlin Team

InterContinental Hotel Berlin GmbH
Budapester Strasse 2
D-10787 Berlin
Tel.: +49 30 - 30 2602 0
Fax: +49 30 2602 1182
E-Mail: berlin@ihg.com
www.berlin.intercontinental.com
www.intercontinental.com
InterContinental Hotel Berlin GmbH
Corporation located: Frankfurt
Commercial register: HRB90954
Manager: Aernout de Jong, Mario Maxeiner, Thomas Hoffelner

